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or will not be published elsewhere, and transfer of copyrights
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undertaking is available online at www.ayubmed.edu.pk/
JAMC/undertaking.pdf. No more than 12 names will be
listed under the title; other names will appear in a footnote.
Research and Publication Ethics: The authors must declare
approval of the ‘Research Ethics Committee’ and clearly
mention any ‘Conflict of Interest’ either in the script or
attached document.
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author to whom any correspondence on the article should be
addressed. Any grant/support that requires acknowledgment
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the study was performed, the salient results, and what the
authors conclude from the results.
Keywords: Three to 10 keywords or short phrases should be
added to the bottom of the abstract page. Please use terms from
the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) of Index Medicus.
Introduction, Materials & Methods, Results, Discussion,
Conclusions, Acknowledgements and References should all
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maximum limit of references is 100. References must be
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text. The references must be written in Vancouver style. The
style for all types of references is given in the ‘Uniform
requirements for manuscripts submitted to biomedical

journals’ at the web site of International Committee of Medical
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Tables and Illustrations: Each of the tables and illustrations
should be on a separate page, must have a title and be on
double space. Figures should be professionally designed.
Symbols, lettering, and numbering should be clear and large
enough to remain legible after the figure has been reduced to
fit the width of a single column of 3 inch. Sequence number,
the name of the author, and the proper orientation (e.g., ‘Top
↑’) should be written on the back of photographs. If
photographs of patients are used, either the subjects should not
be identifiable or their pictures must be accompanied by
written permission to publish the picture. Duplication of results
given in tables and figures must be avoided.
Units of Measurement: All measurements should be
expressed in conventional units, with System International (SI)
units given in parentheses throughout the text.
Abbreviations: Except for units of measurement,
abbreviations are discouraged. The first time an abbreviation
appears it should be preceded by the words for which it stands,
However, title and abstract must not contain any abbreviations.
Names of Drugs: Brand names of drugs are not permitted.
Only generic names of drugs should be used.
Permissions: Materials taken from other sources must be
accompanied by a written statement from both author and
publisher giving permission to the Journal for reproduction.
Review and Processing: An acknowledgment is issued on
receipt of the manuscript. The manuscripts are examined by
the editors and then sent for peer review. The comments of
reviewers are then conveyed to the corresponding author. After
correction/amendments by the authors, acceptance letter for
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printing.
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